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Abstract
We construct a consistent Kaluza-Klein reduction of D = 11 supergravity
on Σ2 × S4, where Σ2 = S2,R2 or H2, or a quotient thereof, at the level
of the bosonic fields. The result is a gauged N = 4, D = 5 supergravity
theory coupled to three vector multiplets, with the gauging lying in an
SO(2) × SE(3) ⊂ SO(5, 3) subgroup of the SO(1, 1) × SO(5, 3) global
symmetry group of the ungauged theory. For Σ2 = H
2, the D = 5 theory
has a maximally supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum which uplifts to the known
solution of D = 11 supergravity corresponding to M5-branes wrapping a
Riemann surface with genus greater than one and dual to an N = 2 SCFT
in d = 4. For Σ2 = S
2, we find two AdS5 solutions, one of which is new,
and both of which are unstable. There is an additional subtruncation
to an N = 2 gauged supergravity coupled to two vector multiplets, with
very special real manifold SO(1, 1)×SO(1, 1), and a single hypermultiplet,
with quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold SU(2, 1)/S[U(2)× U(1)] and gauging
associated with an SO(2)× R ⊂ SU(2, 1) subgroup.
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1 Introduction
Consistent Kaluza-Klein truncations provide a powerful framework for constructing
solutions of D = 10 and D = 11 supergravity by solving the equations of motion of a
simpler supergravity theory in lower spacetime dimensions. A particularly interesting
setting is associated with supersymmetric AdSd+1×M solutions since it allows one to
study certain aspects of the dual SCFTs from the gravitational side in a tractable way.
Indeed, this framework has been used to obtain many important results in holography
such as finding new fixed points, both with and without conformal invariance as well
as constructing RG flows between them, constructing novel black holes dual to exotic
strongly coupled states of matter and so on.
Given such an AdSd+1 ×M solution, after carrying out a Kaluza-Klein reduction
of the higher dimensional supergravity theory on M , it is expected [1], and in several
cases proven1, that it is always possible to truncate to a gauged supergravity in d+ 1
spacetime dimensions for which the fields are dual to the superconformal current
multiplet of the dual SCFT. For example, associated with the maximally supersym-
metric AdS7 × S4 and AdS4 × S7 solutions there are consistent KK truncations of
D = 11 supergravity on S4 and S7 down to maximally supersymmetric SO(5) gauged
supergravity in D = 7 and SO(8) gauged supergravity in D = 4, respectively [2–4].
Similarly, associated with the maximally supersymmetric AdS5×S5 solution there is
a consistent truncation of type IIB on S5 down to maximally supersymmetric SO(6)
gauged supergravity in D = 5 [5–7].
In this paper we present a new consistent KK truncation of D = 11 supergravity
on Σ2 × S4, where Σ2 = S2,R2 or H2, or a quotient thereof, down to a half maximal
gauged supergravity in D = 5. One starting point for this result is the half maximal
supersymmetric AdS5×H2/Γ×S4 solution of [8], where H2/Γ is a Riemann surface
with genus greater than one, that are dual to N = 2 SCFTs in d = 4. The S4
factor is non-trivially fibred over the H2/Γ factor and correspondingly the solution
describes the near horizon limit of M5-branes wrapping an H2/Γ factor, embedded
inside a Calabi-Yau two-fold. An alternative point of view is that the dual N = 2,
d = 4 SCFTs are obtained by starting with the N = (0, 2), d = 6 SCFT, dual to
the AdS4 × S7 solution, compactifying on H2/Γ with a topological twist in order to
preserve N = 2 supersymmetry in d = 4, and then flowing to the IR.
Associated with this solution one should be able to compactify D = 11 supergrav-
ity on H2/Γ × S4 and truncate to the half-maximal N = 4 Romans’ SU(2) × U(1)
1There are some cases in which this has been proven in full generality, including the fermion
fields, for example [2, 3]. In other cases it has been proven at the level of the bosonic fields.
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gauged supergravity in D = 5. In fact this result, at the level of the bosonic fields,
was already obtained in [9]. Here we will show that one can actually extend this trun-
cation to an N = 4 gauged supergravity in D = 5 coupled to three additional vector
multiplets. We will carry out the KK truncation from D = 11, first by reducing on
S4 to maximal gauged supergravity in D = 7 and then further reducing on the H2/Γ
factor. The gauged supergravity that we construct contains the RG flow solution
described above, and first constructed in [8], that is associated with the N = (0, 2)
field theory in d = 6 compactified on H2/Γ and flowing to an N = 2 SCFT in d = 4.
Furthermore, we show that one can also carry out a similar consistent KK trun-
cation of D = 11 supergravity on Σ2×S4, where Σ2 = S2,R2 (or a quotient thereof).
For these cases there is not a corresponding supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum solution,
which is certainly not a requisite for the existence of a consistent KK truncation, but
the truncations still have a natural holographic interpretation. Indeed they incorpo-
rate the RG flows associated with compactifying the d = 6 (0, 2) SCFT on S2 or R2,
with, in the former case, a topological twist that preserves N = 2 d = 4 supersym-
metry, and then flowing to the IR [8]. Unlike the H2 case, these theories do not flow
to SCFTs in the IR.
We show that the consistent KK truncation of D = 11 supergravity on Σ2 × S4
leads to an N = 4, D = 5 gauged supergravity with three vector multiplets and
the gauging lying in an SO(2) × SE(3) ⊂ SO(5, 3) subgroup of the SO(1, 1) ×
SO(5, 3) global symmetry group of the ungauged theory. One motivation for this
work came from the possibility that the resulting N = 4 gauged supergravity could
have additional supersymmetric AdS5 vacua and corresponding flows between them.
Indeed, such scenarios in N = 4 gauged supergravity were studied from a bottom up
perspective in [10] and so it is of considerable interest to investigate which of these
scenarios can be realised in a top down setting. Using the results of [10] we will show
that the only maximally supersymmetric AdS5 solution of the N = 4, D = 5 gauged
supergravity theory that we obtain is the one that uplifts to the AdS5 ×H2/Γ× S4
solution of [8]. We have also investigated the possibility of other AdS5 solutions,
supersymmetric or not. We find that the N = 4, D = 5 theory admits two non-
supersymmetric AdS5× S2× S4 solutions, one of which was first found in [11], while
the other one is new. However, both of them have scalar modes that violate the BF
bound and hence are unstable. It is possible that there are additional AdS5 solutions.
We also show that there are additional subtruncations of the N = 4 gauged super-
gravity theory. When Σ2 = H
2 (and not Σ2 = S
2,R2) we can consistently truncate to
Romans’ gauged supergravity theory, as already mentioned above, and then further to
minimal D = 5 gauged supergravity. When Σ2 = S
2,R2 or H2, there is also a partic-
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ularly interesting truncation to an N = 2, D = 5 gauged supergravity theory coupled
to two vector multiplets, with very special real manifold SO(1, 1) × SO(1, 1), and a
single hypermultiplet, with quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold SU(2, 1)/S[U(2) × U(1)],
with the gauging associated with an SO(2)× R ⊂ SU(2, 1) subgroup.
The plan of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we briefly recall
maximal D = 7 gauged supergravity and how any bosonic solution can be uplifted
to D = 11. In section 3 we discuss the consistent KK truncation of maximal D = 7
gauged supergravity on Σ2 and section 4 shows, at the level of the bosonic fields, that
the resulting D = 5 theory is indeed an N = 4 gauged supergravity theory. Section 5
discusses some subtruncations and section 6 discusses some solutions, including the
new and unstable AdS5 × S2 × S4 solution. We conclude in section 7 and we have a
few appendices which contain some useful results.
2 Maximal D = 7 gauged supergravity
Maximal gauged supergravity in D = 7 [12] has thirty two supercharges. The bosonic
fields consist of a metric, SO(5) Yang-Mills one-form potentials Aij, i, j = 1, . . . 5
transforming in the 10 of SO(5), three-forms Si(3) transforming in the 5, and fourteen
scalar fields, given by the symmetric unimodular matrix Tij, which parametrise the
coset SL(5,R)/SO(5). The seven-form Lagrangian for the bosonic fields is given by
L = R ∗1l− 1
4
T−1ij ∗DTjk ∧ T−1kl DTli − 14 T−1ik T−1jl ∗F ij(2) ∧ F kl(2) − 12Tij ∗Si(3) ∧ Sj(3)
+ 1
2g
Si(3) ∧DSi(3) − 18g ij1···j4 Si(3) ∧ F j1j2(2) ∧ F j3j4(2) + 1gΩ(7) − V ∗1l , (2.1)
with
DTij ≡ dTij + gAik(1) Tkj + gAjk(1) Tik ,
DSi(3) ≡ dSi(3) + g Aij(1) ∧ Sj(3) ,
F ij(2) ≡ dAij(1) + gAik(1) ∧ Akj(1) , (2.2)
where g is a coupling constant. The potential V is given by
V = 1
2
g2
(
2Tij Tij − (Tii)2
)
, (2.3)
and Ω(7) is a Chern-Simons type of term built from the Yang-Mills fields, which has
the property that its variation with respect to Aij(1) gives
δΩ(7) =
3
4
δj1j2j3j4i1i2kl F
i1i2
(2) ∧ F j1j2(2) ∧ F j3j4(2) ∧ δAkl(1) . (2.4)
An explicit expression can be found in [12].
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Any solution to the associated D = 7 equations of motion, which are given in
appendix A, gives rise to a solution of D = 11 supergravity [2,3]. Using the notation
of [13], the D = 11 metric and four-form field strength are given by
ds211 = ∆
1/3 ds27 +
1
g2
∆−2/3 T−1ij Dµ
iDµj , (2.5)
G(4) =
∆−2
g34!
i1···i5
[
− U µi1Dµi2 ∧Dµi3 ∧Dµi4 ∧Dµi5
+ 4T i1mDT i2n µm µnDµi3 ∧Dµi4 ∧Dµi5 + 6g∆F i1i2(2) ∧Dµi3 ∧Dµi4 T i5j µj
]
− Tij ∗Si(3) µj +
1
g
Si(3) ∧Dµi , (2.6)
where µi = 1, . . . , 5 are constrained coordinates on S4 satisfying µiµi = 1, and
U ≡ 2Tij Tjk µi µk −∆Tii , ∆ ≡ Tij µi µj , Dµi ≡ dµi + gAij(1) µj . (2.7)
The AdS7 vacuum solution of D = 7 supergravity with A
ij
(1) = S
i
(3) = 0 and Tij =
δij, preserves all of the supersymmetry and uplifts to the maximally supersymmetric
AdS7 × S4 solution, arising as the near horizon limit of a stack of M5-branes. In
[8] two different supersymmetric AdS5 × H2 solutions were found which uplift to
AdS5×H2×S4 solutions, with a warped product metric and the S4 non-trivially fibred
over the H2 factor. The fibration structure differs in the two solutions of [8] and they
either preserve 16 or 8 supercharges. In each case the H2 factor can be replaced with
an arbitrary quotient H2/Γ, while preserving supersymmetry, and we are particularly
interested in the case when H2/Γ is a compact Riemann surface with genus greater
than one. The solutions are dual to N = 2 or N = 1 superconformal field theories in
four spacetime dimensions, respectively, that arise on the non-compact part of M5-
branes wrapping such a Riemann surface that is holomorphically embedded either
in a Calabi-Yau two-fold or three-fold, respectively. In this paper, it is the solution
preserving 16 supercharges, which is recorded in section 6.1, that is of relevance.
In particular, we will use the fibration structure of this solution to construct a new
consistent KK truncation of maximal D = 7 gauged supergravity reduced on H2 as
well as on S2 and R2. We note that it is only the H2 case that the D = 5 theory
has a maximally supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum solution. For the S
2 case there is a
non-supersymmetric AdS5 solution found [11] as well as an additional new solution
that we discuss in section 6.2.
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3 Consistent KK truncation on S2,R2 or H2
We now construct the consistent KK ansatz for the reduction of maximal D = 7
gauged supergravity on Σ2 = S
2,R2 or H2, or a quotient thereof.
3.1 The consistent truncation
The ansatz for the D = 7 metric is given by
ds27 = e
−4φds25 + e
6φds2(Σ2) , (3.1)
where φ is a scalar field defined on the five-dimensional spacetime. We introduce
an orthonormal frame for the two-dimensional metric and write ds2(Σ2) = e¯
ae¯a and
de¯a + ω¯ab ∧ e¯b = 0, with a, b = 1, 2. We normalise this metric so that R(2)ab = lg2δab,
with l = 1, 0,−1 for Σ2 = S2,R2 or H2, respectively. We also write vol(Σ2) = e¯1∧ e¯2.
We decompose the D = 7 SO(5) gauge fields via SO(5) → SO(2) × SO(3) and
write
Aab(1) =
1
g
ω¯ab + abA(1) ,
Aaα(1) = −Aαa(1) = ψ1αe¯a − ψ2αabe¯b ,
Aαβ(1) = A
αβ
(1) , (3.2)
with a, b = 1, 2 and α, β = 3, 4, 5. Crucially, this ansatz is anchored by the spin
connection, ω¯ab, of Σ2 in the expression for A
ab which, in particular, allows one
to study M5-branes wrapping Riemann surfaces with a “topological twist” so that
N = 2, d = 4 supersymmetry is preserved on the non-compact part of the M5-brane
worldvolume. The ansatz (3.2) introduces an SO(2) one-form A(1), SO(3) one-forms
Aαβ(1) transforming in the (1,3) of SO(2) × SO(3), and six scalars ψaα ≡ (ψ1α, ψ2α),
transforming as (2,3), all defined on the five-dimensional spacetime. For the scalar
fields we take
T ab = e−6λδab , T aα = 0 , Tαβ = e4λT αβ , (3.3)
which introduces a D = 5 scalar λ as well as another five scalars in the symmetric,
unimodular matrix T αβ which parametrise the coset SL(3)/SO(3). For the D = 7
three-form we take
Sa(3) = K
1
(2) ∧ e¯a − abK2(2) ∧ e¯b ,
Sα(3) = h
α
(3) + χ
α
(1) ∧ vol(Σ2) , (3.4)
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giving rise in D = 5 to an SO(2) doublet of two-forms Ka(2) ≡ (K1(2), K2(2)) trans-
forming as (2,1), as well as (1,3) three-forms hα(3) and (1,3) one-forms χ
α
(1). Finally,
for later convenience, for the D = 5 fields instead of taking the indices α, β, γ, · · · ∈
{3, 4, 5} we will take
α, β, γ, · · · ∈ {1, 2, 3} . (3.5)
We can substitute this ansatz into the D = 7 equations of motion. After some long
calculation we can show that they are equivalent to a set of unconstrained equations
of motion for the D = 5 fields, which shows that the truncation is consistent. Some
details of this calculation is presented in appendix A and the final D = 5 equations
of motion are recorded in (B.7)-(B.8) and (B.11)-(B.17). Moreover, these D = 5
equations of motion can be derived from a five-form Lagrangian given by
L = Rvol5 + Lkin + Lpot + Ltop , (3.6)
where R is the Ricci scalar of the D = 5 metric and the remaining kinetic energy
terms are
Lkin =− 30∗dφ ∧ dφ− 30∗dλ ∧ dλ− 1
4
T −1αβ T −1γρ ∗DTβγ ∧DTρα
− 1
2
e12λ+4φ∗F(2) ∧ F(2) − e−6λ−2φ∗Ka(2) ∧Ka(2)
− 1
4
e−8λ+4φT −1αβ T −1γρ ∗Fαγ(2) ∧ F βρ(2) − e2λ−6φT −1αβ ∗Dψaα ∧Dψaβ
− 1
2
e4λ−12φTαβ∗χα(1) ∧ χβ(1) − 12e4λ+8φTαβ∗hα(3) ∧ hβ(3) . (3.7)
The potential terms are
Lpot = g2
{
− 1
2
e12λ−16φ(l − ψ2)2 − e−8λ−16φabcd(ψaT −1ψc)(ψbT −1ψd)
+ e−10φ
(
2(l + ψ2)− e10λ(ψT ψ)− e−10λ(ψT −1ψ)
)
+ 1
2
e−4φ
(
e8λ(TrT )2 − 2e8λTr(T 2) + 4e−2λTrT
)}
vol5 , (3.8)
where ψ2 ≡ ψaαψaα and the topological term, independent of the D = 5 metric, is
given by
Ltop = 1
g
abKa(2) ∧
(
DKb(2) − gψbαhα(3)
)
+ 1
g
αβγK
a
(2) ∧Dψaγ ∧ Fαβ(2)
+ 1
2g
hα(3) ∧
(
Dχα(1) + 2g
abψaαKb(2)
)
+ 1
2g
χα(1) ∧Dhα(3)
− 1
2
αβγ(l − ψ2)hα(3) ∧ F βγ(2) − αβγ(abψaβψbγ)hα(3) ∧ F(2)
− 1
2g
αβγχ
α
(1) ∧ F βγ(2) ∧ F(2) − 1g αβγhα(3) ∧Dψaβ ∧Dψaγ
+ 1
g
(ψaαDψaβ) ∧ Fαβ(2) ∧ F(2) + 12g (abψaγDψbγ) ∧ Fαβ(2) ∧ Fαβ(2)
+ 1
2
l Fαβ(2) ∧ Fαβ(2) ∧ A(1) − 1g (abψaαDψbβ) ∧ Fαγ(2) ∧ F βγ(2) . (3.9)
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In these expressions we have used the following definitions of field strengths and
covariant derivatives:
F(2) ≡ dA(1) , Fαβ(2) ≡ dAαβ(1) + gAαγ(1) ∧ Aγβ(1) ,
Dψaα ≡ dψaα + gAαβ(1)ψaβ + gA(1)abψbα , DTαβ ≡ dTαβ + gAαγ(1)Tγβ + gAβγ(1)Tαγ ,
DKa(2) ≡ dKa(2) + gabA(1) ∧Kb(2) ,
Dhα(3) ≡ dhα(3) + gAαβ(1) ∧ hβ(3) , Dχα(1) ≡ dχα(1) + gAαβ(1) ∧ χβ(1) . (3.10)
3.2 Field redefinitions
In order to make contact with half maximal N = 4, D = 5 supergravity in the next
section, it is necessary to make a number of field redefinitions. We first define
Aαβ(1) = αβγA
γ
(1) , (3.11)
with the field strength for Aα(1) given by F
α
(2) ≡ dAα(1) − 12gαβγAβ(1) ∧ Aγ(1). We next
replace the one-form χα(1) with a one-form A
α
(1) and three Stueckelberg scalar fields
ξα, both transforming under SO(3) in the triplet representation, via
χα(1) =Dξ
α + gA α(1) + αβγψ
aβDψaγ , (3.12)
with Dξα ≡ dξα − gαβγAβ(1)ξγ. Furthermore, the field redefinition introduces a new
gauge invariance, with non-compact group, in which δξα = Λα(x), δA α(1) = −g−1DΛα,
leaving χα(1) invariant. This could be used to eliminate the scalars ξ
α if desired. If we
substitute this into the equation of motion (B.8) we deduce that
∗hα(3) = e−4λ−8φT −1αβ
(
Gβ(2) + 2abψ
aβKb(2) +
(
βγρξ
γ + ψaβψaρ
)
F ρ(2)
)
, (3.13)
where we have defined the two-form
Gα(2) ≡ DA α(1) − lFα(2) , (3.14)
with DA α(1) ≡ dA α(1)−gαβγAβ(1)∧A γ(1). Notice that this expression for hα(3) is invariant
under the new non-compact gauging just mentioned. In carrying out the identification
with the fields of gauged N = 4 supergravity in the next section, it is helpful to notice
that we can also write
Gα(2) = d(A
α
(1) − lAα(1))− gαβγAβ ∧ (A γ(1) − lAγ(1))−
gl
2
αβγA
β
(1) ∧ Aγ(1) . (3.15)
We also redefine the two-forms via
Ka(2) =−
1√
2
abL
b
(2) + abψ
bαFα(2) , (3.16)
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and finally exchange the two scalars φ, λ for two scalars ϕ3,Σ via
ϕ3 = 3φ− λ , Σ = e−(φ+3λ) . (3.17)
With these field redefinitions we find that the equations of motion given in (B.7)-
(B.8) and (B.11)-(B.17) can be obtained from a Lagrangian of the form
L =Rvol5 + LS + Lpot + LV + LT , (3.18)
with the scalar kinetic terms given by
LS =− 3Σ−2∗dΣ ∧ dΣ− 3∗dϕ3 ∧ dϕ3 − 14T −1αβ T −1γρ ∗DTβγ ∧DTρα
− e−2ϕ3T −1αβ ∗Dψaα ∧Dψaβ − 12e−4ϕ3Tαβ∗χα(1) ∧ χβ(1) , (3.19)
after substituting for χα(1) using (3.12). The potential terms for the scalars are as in
(3.8) and can be written in terms of the new fields as
Lpot = g2
{
Σ4
(
−e−4ϕ3abcd(ψaT −1ψc)(ψbT −1ψd)− e−2ϕ3(ψT −1ψ)
)
+ Σ−2
(−1
2
e−6ϕ3(l − ψ2)2 − e−4ϕ3(ψT ψ) + e−2ϕ3 [1
2
(TrT )2 − Tr(T 2)])
+ 2Σ
(
e−3ϕ3(l + ψ2) + e−ϕ3TrT )}vol5 , (3.20)
and we note, in particular, that the scalar potential is independent of the scalars ξα.
The kinetic terms for the vectors are given by
LV = −1
2
Σ−4∗F(2) ∧ F(2)
− 1
2
Σ2
{
e−2ϕ3T −1αβ ∗Gα(2) ∧Gβ(2) + 2
√
2e−2ϕ3T −1αβ ψaβ∗Gα(2) ∧ La(2)
− 2e−2ϕ3T −1αβ
(
βγρξ
ρ + ψaβψaγ
)
∗Gα(2) ∧ F γ(2)
− 2
√
2
(
e−2ϕ3ψaβT −1βγ
(
γαρξ
ρ + ψaγψaα
)
+ ψaα
)
∗La(2) ∧ Fα(2)
+
(
e2ϕ3Tαβ + 2ψaαψaβ + e−2ϕ3
(
γαηξ
η + ψaγψaα
) T −1γρ (ρβτξτ + ψbρψbβ)) ∗Fα(2) ∧ F β(2)
+
(
2e−2ϕ3ψaαT −1αβ ψbβ + δab
)
∗La(2) ∧ Lb(2)
}
. (3.21)
Finally the remaining topological terms are given by the remarkably simple expression
LT = 1
2g
abL
a
(2) ∧DLb(2) −Gα(2) ∧ Fα(2) ∧ A(1) . (3.22)
4 Supersymmetry
We now show that the reduced D = 5 theory obtained in the previous section is
precisely the bosonic sector of an N = 4 gauged supergravity in D = 5, with sixteen
supercharges, coupled to three vector multiplets.
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4.1 N = 4 gauged supergravity
In this subsection we first summarise the general structure of N = 4 gauged super-
gravity in D = 5, coupled to n = 3 vector multiplets, mostly following the conventions
and presentation of [14] (which generalised [15]).
We begin by recalling that the ungauged theory [16] has a global symmetry group
given by SO(1, 1) × SO(5, n = 3). The bosonic field content consists of a metric,
6 + n = 9 Abelian vector fields and 1 + 5n = 16 scalar fields. The nine vector fields
can be written as A0(1) and AM(1), with M = 1, . . . , 8, which transform as a scalar
and vector with respect to SO(5, 3), respectively. The scalar manifold is given by
SO(1, 1) × SO(5, 3)/(SO(5) × SO(3)), with the SO(1, 1) part described by a real
scalar field Σ, while we parametrise the coset SO(5, 3)/(SO(5)× SO(3) by the 8× 8
matrix VAM . The matrix VAM is an element of SO(5, 3) satisfying
VTηV = η , (4.1)
where η is the invariant metric tensor of SO(5, 3). Global SO(5, 3) transformations
are taken to act on the right, while local SO(5)× SO(3) transformations act on the
left via
V → h(x)Vg , g ∈ SO(5, 3) , h ∈ SO(5)× SO(3) . (4.2)
The coset can also be parametrised by a symmetric positive definite matrix MMN
defined by
MMN = (VTV)MN , (4.3)
with MMN an element of SO(5, 3). We can raise indices using η and in particular
the inverse, which we denote by MMN , is given by
MMN ≡ ηMPηNQMPQ =
(M−1)MN . (4.4)
We will work in a basis in which η is not diagonal, but instead given by
η =
 0 0 130 −12 0
13 0 0
 . (4.5)
In order to work in a basis in which η is diagonal with the first five entries −1 and
the last three entries +1, as in [14], we can employ a similarity transformation using
the matrix
U =
−U 0 U0 12 0
U 0 U
 , with U = 1√
2
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 , (4.6)
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which satisfies U = UT = U−1 and detU = 1. In the expression for the scalar potential
in the gauged theory, given below, we will also need the following antisymmetric tensor
MM1...M5 ≡ m1...m5(U · V)m1M1 . . . (U · V)m5M5 , (4.7)
with the indices m1, . . . ,m5 running from 1 to 5.
The general N = 4, D = 5 gauged theory [14] is specified by a set of embedding
tensors fMNP = f[MNP ], ξMN = ξ[MN ] and ξM . These specify both the gauge group
in SO(1, 1)× SO(5, 3) as well assigning specific vector fields to the generators of the
gauge group. The covariant derivative is given by2
Dµ = ∇µ − 12g
(
AM(1)µf NPM tNP +A0(1)µξNP tNP +AM(1)µξN tMN +AM(1)µξM t0
)
, (4.8)
where tMN = t[MN ] are the generators for SO(5, 3), t0 is the generator for SO(1, 1),
we have again raised indices using η and ∇µ is the Levi-Civita connection. To ensure
closure of the gauge algebra the embedding tensors must satisfy the following algebraic
constraints
3fR[MNfPQ]
R = 2f[MNP ξQ] , ξM
QfQNP = ξMξNP − ξ[NξP ]M ,
ξMξ
M = 0 , ξMNξ
N = 0 , fMNP ξ
P = 0 . (4.9)
Associated with the vector fields A0(1) and AM(1), we also need to introduce two-
form gauge fields B(2)0 and B(2)M . In the ungauged theory these appear on-shell as
the Hodge duals of the fields strengths of the vectors. In the gauged theory the
two-forms are introduced as off-shell degrees of freedom, but the equations of motion
ensure that the suitably defined covariant field strengths are still Hodge dual. In
particular, the two-forms appear in the covariant field strengths for the vector fields,
H0(2) and HM(2), via
HM(2) = dAM(1) − 12gfNPMAN(1) ∧ AP(1) − 12gξPMA0(1) ∧ AP(1) + 12gξPAM(1) ∧ AP(1)
+ 1
2
gξMNB(2)N − 12gξMB(2)0 ,
H0(2) = dA0(1) + 12gξMAM(1) ∧ A0(1) + 12gξMB(2)M . (4.10)
The equations of motion are invariant under gauge transformations, with space-
time dependent parameters (Λ0,ΛM). In addition there are gauge transformations
parametrised by the spacetime dependent one-forms (Ξ(1)0,Ξ(1)M) that just act on
2Here the terms involving the generators differ by a factor two with the analogous expression
in [14]. However, the explicit expression for the generators that we use in (4.21) below, also differ
by a factor of two implying that our covariant derivative is the same as [14].
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the one-forms and two-forms. In particular, acting on these fields we have
δAM(1) = DΛM − 12gξMNΞ(1)N + 12gξMΞ(1)0 ,
δA0(1) = DΛ0 − 12gξMΞ(1)M ,
δB(2)M = DΞ(1)M − 2H0(2)ΛM − 2H(2)MΛ0 ,
δB(2)0 = DΞ(1)0 − 2H(2)MΛM . (4.11)
With these ingredients in hand, the N = 4 gauged supergravity Lagrangian can
be written as3 the five-form
LN=4 =Rvol5 + LSN=4 + LpotN=4 + LVN=4 + LTN=4 . (4.12)
Here the scalar kinetic energy terms are given by
LSN=4 = −3Σ−2∗dΣ ∧ dΣ +
1
8
∗DMMN ∧DMMN , (4.13)
and the scalar potential is given by
LpotN=4 =− 12g2
{
fMNPfQRSΣ
−2
(
1
12
MMQMNRMPS − 1
4
MMQηNRηPS + 1
6
ηMQηNRηPS
)
+ 1
4
ξMNξPQΣ
4
(
MMPMNQ − ηMPηNQ
)
+ ξMξNΣ
−2MMN
+ 1
3
√
2fMNP ξQRΣMMNPQR
}
vol5 . (4.14)
The kinetic terms for the vectors, which also involve two-form contributions via (4.10),
are given by
LVN=4 = −Σ−4∗H0(2) ∧H0(2) − Σ2MMN∗HM(2) ∧HN(2) . (4.15)
In order to succinctly present the topological part of the Lagrangian in (4.12), we
temporarily introduce the calligraphic indexM = (0,M) which allows us to package
the 9 vector fields and 9 two-forms into the quantities AM(1) and B(2)M, each trans-
forming in the fundamental representation of SO(1, 1)×SO(5, 3). In the conventions
of this paper4, we then have
LTN=4 =−
1√
2
gZMNBM ∧DBN −
√
2gZMNBM ∧ dNPQAP ∧ dAQ
−
√
2
3
g2ZMNBM ∧ dNPQAP ∧X QRS AR ∧ AS +
√
2
3
dMNPAM ∧ dAN ∧ dAP
+
1
2
√
2
gdMNPX
M
QR AN ∧ AQ ∧ AR ∧ dAP
+
1
10
√
2
g2dMNPX
M
QR X
P
ST AN ∧ AQ ∧ AR ∧ AS ∧ AT . (4.16)
3Note that we have multiplied the Lagrangian in [14] by a factor of two.
4Throughout this paper we take, in an orthonormal frame, 01234 = +1 so that  = vol5. We
have assumed that [14] have taken 01234 = −1 and then the expression for the topological term
given here agrees with that in [14] up to an overall factor of 2.
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Here the symmetric tensor dMNP = d(MNP) has non-zero components
d0MN = dM0N = dMN0 = ηMN , (4.17)
the antisymmetric tensor ZMN = Z [MN ] has components
ZMN = 1
2
ξMN , Z0M = −ZM0 = 1
2
ξM , (4.18)
and the only non-zero components of XMN
P are given by
XMN
P = −fMNP − 12ηMNξP + δP[MξN ] , XM00 = ξM , X0MN = −ξMN . (4.19)
It is worth noting that after defining the matrices (XM)N
P ≡ XMNP we have
[XM, XN ] = −XMNPXP , by virtue of the quadratic constraints satisfied by the
embedding tensor given in (4.9).
Shortly it will be useful to note that the two forms only appear in the Lagrangian
in one of the following two combinations
ξMNB(2)N − ξMB(2)0 , ξNB(2)N . (4.20)
4.2 Matching
We now match the D = 5 theory of section 3 with the N = 4 gauged theory pre-
sented in the previous subsection. We first discuss the scalar field sector and then
subsequently discuss the gauging and the embedding tensor.
4.2.1 Identifying the scalar fields
We take the generators of SO(5, 3) to be given by the 8× 8 matrices5
(tMN)
A
B = δ
A
MηBN − δANηMB , (4.21)
with η, non-diagonal, as in (4.5). In order to parametrise the coset SO(5, 3)/SO(5)×
SO(3) we exponentiate a suitable solvable subalgebra of the Lie algebra. Following,
for example [17], the three non-compact Cartan generators H i and the twelve positive
root generators, with positive weights under H i, are given by6
H1 =
√
2t16 , H
2 =
√
2t27 , H
3 =
√
2t38 ,
T 1 = −t26 , T 2 = −t36 , T 3 = −t37 , T 4 = t12 , T 5 = t13 , T 6 = t23 ,
T 7 = −t14 , T 8 = −t24 , T 9 = −t34 , T 10 = −t15 , T 11 = −t25 , T 12 = −t35 . (4.22)
5Note that this differs by a factor of two compared with [14] as mentioned in footnote 2.
6To compare with (3.31) of [17] we should make the identifications (T 1, T 2, T 3) = (E1
2, E1
3, E2
3),
(T 4, T 5, T 6) = (V 12, V 13, V 23), (T 7, T 8, T 9) = (U11 , U
2
1 , U
3
1 ) and (T
10, T 11, T 12) = (U12 , U
2
2 , U
3
2 ).
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We note that Tr(T i(T j)T ) = 2δij and Tr(HmHn) = 4δmn with Hm = (Hm)T .
To make contact with the scalar fields in the reduced equations of motion of
section 3, we first need an explicit embedding of the coset SL(3)/SO(3) inside
SO(5, 3)/SO(5)× SO(3). This is conveniently achieved by first defining
H 1 = H2 −H1 , H 2 = H3 −H2 , E1 = T 1 , E2 = T 3 , E3 = T 2 , (4.23)
as well as H 3 = −(H1 +H2 +H3) which commutes with all five of the generators in
(4.23). By introducing six scalar fields ϕi and ai we can consider the coset element
V(S) = e
1√
2
~ϕ · ~H
ea1E
1
ea2E
2
ea3E
3
,
=
 e
−ϕ3V −T 0 0
0 12×2 0
0 0 eϕ3V
 , (4.24)
where the 3 × 3 matrix V parametrises the coset SL(3)/SO(3) in a standard upper
triangular gauge (see appendix C):
V =
 e
ϕ1 eϕ1a1 e
ϕ1 (a1a2 + a3)
0 eϕ2−ϕ1 eϕ2−ϕ1a2
0 0 e−ϕ2
 . (4.25)
Moreover, we can identify the scalar fields in the 3 × 3 matrix T αβ in the reduced
theory of section 3 via
T αβ = (V TV )αβ . (4.26)
As already anticipated in (3.17), we next note that the scalar field Σ, that parametrises
SO(1, 1) in the N = 4 theory and the scalar field ϕ3 can be identified with the scalar
fields φ, λ in the reduced theory of section 3 via
ϕ3 = 3φ− λ , Σ = e−(φ+3λ) . (4.27)
Having clarified this embedding we next define the coset element, V , which parametrises
SO(5, 3)/SO(5)×SO(3) and incorporates the remaining scalars ξα and ψaα of section
3, via
V =V(S)e(ξ
3−ψa1ψa2)T 4e−(ξ
2
+ψ
a3
ψ
a1
)T
5
e(ξ
1−ψa2ψa3)T 6
· e
√
2ψ
11
T
7
e
√
2ψ
12
T
8
e
√
2ψ
13
T
9
e
√
2ψ
21
T
10
e
√
2ψ
22
T
11
e
√
2ψ
23
T
12
. (4.28)
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4.2.2 The Embedding tensor
We claim that the reduced D = 5 theory of section 3 is an N = 4 gauged supergravity
with gauge group SO(2)× SE(3) ⊂ SO(5, 3), where SE(3) is the three-dimensional
special Euclidean group. The compact SO(2)× SO(3) subgroup is generated by
g0 = t45 , and g1 = t37 − t28 , g2 = −(t36 − t18) , g3 = t26 − t17 , (4.29)
with e.g. [g1, g2] = g3 and the additional non-compact generators in SE(3) are given
by
g4 = t23 , g5 = −t13 , g6 = t12 . (4.30)
The components of the embedding tensor are specified by7
ξM = 0 , ξ45 = −
√
2 ,
f187 = f268 = f376 =
√
2 , f678 = l
√
2 , (4.31)
along with the fact that fMNP = f[MNP ], ξ
NP = ξ[NP ] and the remaining components
are all zero.
With this specific embedding tensor, we can make two important simplifications
to the N = 4 theory. First, since the two-forms only appear in the combinations
given by (4.20), we can set the following components to zero
B(2)0 = 0 , B(2)M=α = 0 , B(2)M=5+α = 0 , (4.32)
for α = 1, 2, 3. Second, we can use the gauge transformations given in (4.11), with
parameters Ξ(1)M=4,Ξ(1)M=5 to set the following components of the gauge fields to
zero
A(1)M=4 = 0 , A(1)M=5 = 0 . (4.33)
Having done this we can identify the remaining gauge fields and two-forms of the
N = 4 theory with those of the reduced theory given in section 3 via
A0(1) = 1√2A(1) , A
M=α
(1) =
1√
2
(A α(1) − lAα(1)) , AM=5+α(1) = − 1√2A
α
(1) , (4.34)
with α = 1, 2, 3 (and recalling (3.5)) as well as
B4(2) =
1
g
L2(2) , B5(2) = −
1
g
L1(2) . (4.35)
7If we use (4.6) to move to a basis in which ηMN is diagonal, then the independent components
are given by f¯123 = − 12 (3 + l), f¯678 = 12 (3− l), f¯128 = f¯236 = −f¯137 = − 12 (l+ 1) and f¯178 = −f¯268 =
f¯367 =
1
2 (1 − l). We also note that since ξM = 0, the gauged supergravity lies within the class
constructed in [15].
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In particular, the covariant two-form field strengths of the N = 4 theory given in
(4.10) are related to those of the reduced theory in section 3 via
H0(2) = 1√2F(2) , H
M
(2) =
1√
2
(Gα(2), L
a
(2),−Fα(2)) . (4.36)
Furthermore, the covariant derivative in (4.8) is given by
Dµ = ∇µ + g
(
Aµg0 + A
1
µg1 + A
2
µg2 + A
3
µg3 +A
1
µ g4 +A
2
µ g5 +A
3
µ g6
)
. (4.37)
With the above identifications of the fields and the given embedding tensor, one
can show that the Lagrangian of the D = 5 theory given in (3.18)-(3.22) is precisely
equivalent to the N = 4 Lagrangian given in (4.12)-(4.16). We have presented a few
details of this calculation in appendix C.
5 Consistent subtruncations
In this section we explore various consistent subtruncations of the reduced equations
of motion given in (B.7)-(B.8) and (B.11)-(B.17).
5.1 Romans’ D = 5 SU(2)× U(1) supergravity theory
When l = −1 (i.e. Σ2 = H2), we can recover the Romans’ D = 5 SU(2) × U(1)
gauged supergravity theory, maintaining half maximal supersymmetry. The fact that
this must be possible immediately follows from the results of [9].
Specifically, we take
l = −1 , λ = 3φ , (5.1)
and set all of the remaining scalar fields to their trivial values Tαβ = δαβ, ψaα = 0.
We keep the two-forms and package them into a complex two-form via
C(2) = K1(2) + iK2(2) . (5.2)
Finally, we set χα(1) = 0 and impose
∗hα(3) = 12e−20φαβγF βγ(2) . (5.3)
The field content now consists of a metric, a scalar field φ, SO(2)× SO(3) ' U(1)×
SU(2) gauge fields A(1), A
αβ
(1) and a complex two-form C(2) which is charged under the
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U(1) gauge field. The truncated equations of motion are given in (B.18),(B.19) and
are precisely8 that of Romans’ theory [18] coming from the Lagrangian
LRomans =Rvol5 − 300∗dφ ∧ dφ− 12e40φ∗F(2) ∧ F(2) − 12e−20φ∗Fαβ(2) ∧ Fαβ(2)
− e−20φ∗C(2) ∧ C(2) + 12ig
(C(2) ∧DC(2) − C(2) ∧DC(2))
+ g2(4e−10φ + e20φ)vol5 − 12Fαβ(2) ∧ Fαβ(2) ∧ A(1) , (5.4)
and DC(2) = dC(2)− igA(1) ∧ C(2). We note that this Lagrangian can also be obtained
by directly substituting the ansatz into the D = 5 Lagrangian.
As is well known we can then further truncate Romans’ theory to minimal N = 2,
D = 5 gauged supergravity. In the notation here, this can be achieved by imposing
e10φ = 21/3, setting the two-forms to zero, C(2) = 0, and keeping a single U(1) gauge
field in the diagonal of U(1)×SU(2) via F 12(2) = 2F(2) and F 23(2) = F 31(2) = 0. The result-
ing equations of motion arise from the Lagrangian for minimal gauged supergravity
given by
LMin =Rvol5 − 3 · 21/3 ∗F(2) ∧ F(2) + 3 · 22/3 g2vol5 − 4F(2) ∧ F(2) ∧ A(1) . (5.5)
It is worth emphasising that these two subtruncations cannot exist when l = 1, 0,
(i.e. Σ2 = S
2,R2). Indeed, if they did exist, then the maximally supersymmetric
solution of these theories would necessarily be associated with a maximally super-
symmetric AdS5 solution of the N = 4, D = 5 gauged supergravity theory, which do
not exist, as we show in section 6.1.
5.2 Various invariant sectors
There are various additional truncations, for all cases l = 0,±1, that arise from
keeping sectors invariant under various subgroups of SO(2)× SO(3).
5.2.1 SO(3) invariant sector
A simple truncation is to keep only the fields that transform as singlets under SO(3).
Setting hα(3) = χ
α
(1) = ψ
aα = Aαβ = 0 and T αβ = δαβ in the D = 5 equations of
motion (B.7)-(B.8) and (B.11)-(B.17) leads to a consistent set of equation of motion.
The fields kept in this truncation consist of the metric as well as
φ , λ ,A(1) , K
a
(2) . (5.6)
8For example, we can compare with section 2.2. of [9] by making the identifications 12αβγA
βγ
(1) →
−2−1/6Aα, A(1) → 2−2/3B, C(2) → 2−1/6C, e10φ → 21/3X and g → −22/3m.
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It is consistent with the equations of motion to further set the two-forms to zero
Ka(2) = 0. We note that this truncation cannot be further truncated to minimal
gauged supergravity.
5.2.2 SO(2)R ⊂ SO(3) invariant sector
We can slightly extend the truncation just considered, by keeping fields that are
invariant under a subgroup SO(2)R ⊂ SO(3). More specifically, we consider an
SO(3) triplet, with index α = 1, 2, 3 to decompose into a doublet and a singlet of
SO(2)R, with indices α = 1, 2 and α = 3, respectively. The fields that are kept in
this truncation are the metric and
φ , λ ,A(1) , K
a
(2) , Tαβ = diag(ew, ew, e−2w) , ψa3 , A12(1) , χ3(1) , h3(3) . (5.7)
5.2.3 SO(2) invariant sector
We can also consider the truncation that keeps the fields that are invariant under the
explicit SO(2) factor in SO(2) × SO(3). The fields that are kept in this truncation
are the metric and
φ , λ , Tαβ , A(1) , Aαβ(1) , χα(1) , hα(3) . (5.8)
5.3 Diagonal SO(2)D invariant sector
The final subtruncation we consider, again for all cases l = 0,±1, keeps the sector that
is invariant under an SO(2)D diagonal subgroup of SO(2)×SO(2)R ⊂ SO(2)×SO(3)
where SO(2)R ⊂ SO(3) was defined in the previous subsection. This is a particularly
interesting truncation since we show that it is consistent with N = 2 supersymmetry.
Specifically we show that we obtain the bosonic sector of an N = 2, D = 5 gauged
supergravity coupled to two vector multiplets, with the two scalars parametrising
the very special real manifold SO(1, 1)× SO(1, 1), and a single hypermultiplet, with
the four scalars parametrising the quaternionic manifold SU(2, 1)/S[U(2) × U(1)].
Furthermore, the gauging is just in the hypermultiplet sector.
In restricting to the SO(2)D invariant fields we should set ψ
a3 = Ka(2) = 0 in (5.7)
but we can now keep an additional two scalar modes in the ψaα sector with α = 1, 2,
specifically,
z1 ≡ 1
2
(ψ11 + ψ22) , z2 ≡ 1
2
(ψ21 − ψ12) . (5.9)
This can be achieved by imposing
ψa2 = −abψb1 , (5.10)
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and keeping the fields
φ , λ , Tαβ = diag(ew, ew, e−2w) , za , A(1) , A12(1) , χ3(1) , h3(3) , (5.11)
as well as the metric. Note that using (5.10) we have z1 = ψ11, z2 = ψ21. Furthermore,
the covariant derivative acting on za and the field strengths are now given by
F(2) = dA(1) , F
12
(2) = dA
12
(1) , Dz
a = dza + gab(−A12(1) + A(1))zb , (5.12)
and we notice that za, which is a singlet with respect to the diagonal SO(2), is
a doublet of the anti-diagonal SO(2). It is straightforward to show that this is a
consistent truncation of the D = 5 equations of motion (B.7)-(B.8) and (B.11)-(B.17).
To display the N = 2 structure of the truncated theory, it is convenient, as in
section 3.2, to carry out some field redefinitions. We re-define χ3(1) and h
3
(3) into ξ and
A(1) in the following way,
χ3(1) ≡ dξ + gA(1) − 2abzaDzb ,
∗h3(3) ≡ e−4λ−8φ+2wG(2) , (5.13)
where
G(2) ≡ d(A(1) − lA12(1)) , (5.14)
and one can check that these redefinitions are consistent with the equations of motion.
We also replace the three scalar fields {φ, λ, w} with {Σ,Ω, ϕ} defined as
Σ = e−(φ+3λ) , Ω = e3φ−λ−w , ϕ = λ− 3φ− 1
2
w . (5.15)
After substituting these redefinitions into the equations of motion, we find equations
of motion that can be derived from the action with Lagrangian
L =Rvol5 − 12Σ−4∗F(2) ∧ F(2) − 12Σ2Ω2∗F 12(2) ∧ F 12(2) − 12Σ2Ω−2∗G(2) ∧G(2)
− 3Σ−2 ∗ dΣ ∧ dΣ− Ω−2∗dΩ ∧ dΩ− A(1) ∧ F 12(2) ∧G(2)
− 2∗dϕ ∧ dϕ− 1
2
e4ϕ∗(dξ + gA(1) − 2abzaDzb) ∧ (dξ + gA(1) − 2cdzcDzd)
− 2e2ϕ∗Dza ∧Dza
+ g2Ω−2Σ−2
{
2le2ϕΩΣ3 − 1
2
e4ϕ(l − 2zaza)2 − 2e4ϕΩ2Σ6(zaza)2
− 1
2
e4ϕΩ4 + 4ΩΣ3 + 2e2ϕΩ2 + 2e2ϕΩ3Σ3 − 2e2ϕ(1− ΩΣ3)2zaza
}
vol5 . (5.16)
We now recall a general class of N = 2, D = 5 gauged supergravity theories
that are coupled to two vector multiplets and a single hypermultiplet, following [19]
(which generalised [20–23]). The Lagrangian for the bosonic fields can be written
LN=2 = Rvol5 − 12aIJ∗HI ∧HJ − 12gxy∗Dφx ∧Dφy − 13√3CIJKA
I ∧ F J ∧ FK
− 1
2
gXY ∗DqX ∧DqY + LpotN=2 , (5.17)
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where the scalar potential LpotN=2 is written in appendix D and
Dφx ≡ dφx + gAIKxI , DqX ≡ dqX + gAIkXI , HI ≡ dAI + 12gf¯ IJK AJ ∧ AK . (5.18)
Here AI , with I = 0, 1, 2, label the graviphoton as well as the two vector fields in
the two vector multiplets and φx, with x, y = 1, 2, are the associated two real scalar
fields that parametrise a two dimensional very special real manifold which we take
to be SO(1, 1)× SO(1, 1). The qX , with X = 1, . . . , 4, are the four real scalar fields
in the hypermultiplet that parametrise a quaternionic Ka¨hler space, which must be
SU(2, 1)/S[U(2) × U(1)]. In the covariant derivatives KxI and kXI are each a set of
three Killing vectors on the very special real manifold and on the quaternionic Ka¨hler
manifold, respectively. The structure constants of the gauge group are given by f¯ IJK .
We now explain how our truncated Lagrangian (5.16) can be cast in this form with
gauging only in the hypermultiplet sector, which moreover is abelian with f¯ IJK = 0.
We start with the vector multiplets. The very special real geometry is deter-
mined by a real, symmetric, constant tensor CIJK which specifies the embedding of
SO(1, 1)× SO(1, 1) in a three-dimensional space with coordinates hI via
CIJKhIhJhK = 1 . (5.19)
Defining hI = CIJKhJhK we can define aIJ , which provides the kinetic terms for the
vectors in (5.17), via
aIJ = −2CIJKhK + 3hIhJ . (5.20)
Indices can be lowered and raised using aIJ and its inverse a
IJ , and we note in
particular that hI = aIJh
J . Moreover, the pull-back of aIJ gives the metric for the
scalar fields φx via
gxy = 3∂xh
I∂yh
JaIJ . (5.21)
With these definitions in hand we return to the truncated Lagrangian (5.16). We
see that Σ,Ω parametrise SO(1, 1)× SO(1, 1) with
C012 =
√
3
2
, hI =
1√
3
(Σ2,−Σ−1Ω−1,−Σ−1Ω) , (5.22)
and we can identify the vector fields as follows:
AI = (A(1), A
12
(1),A(1) − lA12(1)) . (5.23)
It is then straightforward to show that the first two lines in (5.16) are precisely the
same form as the first two lines of the N = 2, D = 5 Lagrangian in (5.17).
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We next turn to the hypermultiplet. From the third and fourth lines of the
truncated Lagrangian (5.16), we identify the coordinates on the quaternionic Ka¨hler
manifold to be
qX = (ϕ, ξ, z1, z2) , (5.24)
with associated metric
gXY dq
XdqY = 4dϕ2 + 4e2ϕdzadza + e4ϕ(dξ − 2abzadzb)2 . (5.25)
This is indeed the homogeneous metric on SU(2, 1)/S[U(2)× U(1)] as we explain in
appendix D. This metric includes Killing vectors ∂ξ and z
2∂1 − z1∂2, which generate
an SO(2) × R subgroup of SU(2, 1). The Killing vectors, kXI , that determine the
gauging in (5.18) are given by the following linear combinations
k0 = z
2∂1 − z1∂2 , k1 = l∂ξ + z1∂2 − z2∂1 , k2 = ∂ξ . (5.26)
Finally, it remains to check that the scalar potential terms given in the last two
lines of the truncated Lagrangian (5.16) coincide with LpotN=2 in (5.17). We successfully
carry out this check in appendix D.
6 Some solutions of the D = 5 theory
6.1 Maximally supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum
The maximally supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum solution is obtained by setting l = −1,
taking
e30φ = 2 , e10λ = 2 , (6.1)
with all other fields trivial, and the AdS5 radius squared L
2 is given by
g2L2 = 24/3 . (6.2)
By uplifting this solution to D = 7 and then to D = 11, it is straightforward to
see that this is the same AdS5 solution that was constructed in [8] that is associated
with M5-branes wrapping a Riemann surface in a Calabi-Yau two-fold. In particular,
the presence of the spin connection ω¯ab of the Riemann surface in (3.2) precisely
corresponds to the topological twist associated with such wrapped M5-branes.
Within the N = 4, D = 5 gauged supergravity theory, it is interesting to analyse
the mass spectrum of the linearised perturbations of the fields about this super-
symmetric vacuum. The φ,λ equations of motion are coupled and gives rise to two
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scalars with m2L2 = −4, 12 and are holographically dual to scalar operators with
∆ = 2, 6. The linearised scalars in T are massless and are dual to operators with
∆ = 4. The six scalars ψaα each have have m2L2 = 5 and are associated with
scalar operators with ∆ = 5. The two two-forms Ka(2) give rise to operators with
∆ = 3. The vector A(1) is dual to a conserved current with ∆ = 3 and the met-
ric is dual to the stress tensor with ∆ = 4. A little work is required to decouple
the linearised hα(3), χ
α
(1), F
αβ
(2) sector. One can first solve the linearised equation (B.8)
to obtain 22/3ghα(3) = −∗dχα(1) − (g/2)αβγ∗F βγ(2) . Then the two linearised equations
(B.7),(B.12) can be combined into the form
d∗dχα(1) + gd ∗(αβγF βγ(2)) = 0 , d∗dχα(1) = −25/3g2∗χα(1) , (6.3)
corresponding to a triplet of massless vectors, dual to conserved currents with ∆ = 3,
and a triplet of massive vector operators with ∆ = 5.
These operators can be arranged into multiplets of SU(2, 2|2). It is helpful to first
identify the operators that survive the truncation to Romans’ theory, as discussed in
section 5.1. These consist of the stress tensor, with ∆ = 4, SU(2)× U(1) conserved
currents with ∆ = 3, the two two-forms with associated with operators with ∆ = 3
and the scalar operator (coming from the φ, λ sector) with ∆ = 2. These form the
bosonic operators of the superconformal supermultiplet of SU(2, 2|2) that contains
the stress tensor; this multiplet is denoted by A2A¯2¯[0; 0]
(0;0)
∆=2 in (5.95) of [24].
The remaining operators are a scalar (coming from the φ, λ sector) with ∆ = 6,
five scalars (coming from T ) with ∆ = 4, six scalars (coming from ψaα) with ∆ = 5
and a triplet of vector operators with ∆ = 5. These form the bosonic operators of a
supermultiplet of SU(2, 2|2) that is denoted, in the notation of section 4.6 of [24], as
B1B¯1 with superconformal chiral primary [0; 0]
(4;0)
4 (associated with the five scalars
with ∆ = 4.)
We conclude this subsection by proving that there are no further maximally su-
persymmetric AdS5 vacua. In fact, given the gauge group is SO(2) × SE(3), the
results of [10, 25] imply that for l = −1 the above vacuum is necessarily unique. For
l = 0 and l = +1, we need to analyse the conditions for maximal supersymmetry
as presented in [10]. Taking into account that [10] worked in a basis in which η was
diagonal we first define
fˆABC = fMNP (U · V)AM(U · V)BN(U · V)CP ,
ξˆAB = ξMN(U · V)AM(U · V)BN , (6.4)
where the matrix U was defined in (4.6). Decomposing the A,B,C indices in a 5+3
split via e.g. A = {m, aˆ} with m ∈ {1, . . . , 5} and aˆ ∈ {6, 7, 8}, the necessary and
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sufficient conditions for supersymmetry are given by ξM = 0 and in addition
ξˆ[mnξˆpq] = 0 , ξˆmaˆ = 0 ,
fˆmnaˆ = 0 , 6
√
2Σ3ξˆmn = −mnpqrfˆpqr , (6.5)
with ξˆmn and fˆmnp not identically zero. Given the embedding tensor coefficients in
(4.31) and the coset representative in (4.28) a calculation reveals that the conditions
are indeed satisfied when l = −1 for the above maximally supersymmetric vacuum
and furthermore, they cannot be satisfied when l = 0,+1.
6.2 Non-supersymmetric AdS5 vacua
When l = +1 there are additional non-supersymmetric AdS5 solutions. The first was
first found in [11] and has
e6φ = 1
3
(215 + 59
√
13)1/5 , e10λ = 3 +
√
13 , (6.6)
with all other fields trivial, and the AdS5 radius squared L
2 is given by
g2L2 = 4
3
5/3 (−35 + 13
√
13)1/3 . (6.7)
It has already been shown in [11] that the linearised perturbations in the φ, λ sector
give rise to modes that violate the BF bound, and hence this solution is unstable.
The second solution, which is new, is found by numerically solving the equations
of motion. It is a solution that lies within the SO(2)D truncation (5.3) and again has
l = +1 with
φ ∼ 0.00721714 , λ ∼ 0.246758 , w ∼ −0.107101 ,
zaza ∼ 0.262789 , g2L2 ≈ 1.26882 . (6.8)
Since za is non-zero, the solution spontaneously breaks the anti-diagonal SO(2) gauge
group (see (5.12).) By examining the linearised scalar perturbations of φ, λ, w, za
within the SO(2)D truncation, we find five modes with mass squared, m
2, given by
m2L2 ∼ 30.4342 , 22.7531 , 9.44854 , −6.92312 , (6.9)
as well as zero (associated with the phase of za). In particular there is a mode which
violates the BF bound m2L2 ≥ −4 and hence this solution is also unstable.
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6.3 Supersymmetric AdS3 and AdS2 solutions
There are a number of interesting solutions of Romans’ theory that can be uplifted
to D = 11 using the consistent truncation discussed in this paper. In fact these
D = 11 solutions were already discussed in [9], so we shall be brief. From a dual field
theory point of view, the D = 11 solutions describe RG flows of the N = 2 SCFT
in d = 4 that is associated with M5-branes wrapping a two-dimensional hyperbolic
space9 embedded in a Calabi-Yau two-fold, H2 ⊂ CY2.
We begin with the supersymmetric black hole solution, numerically constructed in
[26], that flows from the supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum in the UV to a supersymmetric
AdS2 × H3 solution in the IR. The uplifted D = 11 solution [9] describes the RG
flow of the N = 2, d = 4 SCFT after being placed on H3 with a topological twist
that preserves 2 of the 8 Poincare´ supersymmetries. In the far IR one obtains a
supersymmetric conformal quantum mechanics dual to the AdS2 × H3 × H2 × S4
solution (warped and fibred). This D = 11 AdS2 solution is the one found in [27]
associated with M5-branes wrapping (H2 ⊂ CY2)× (H3 ⊂ CY3).
There is a also supersymmetric black string solution of Romans theory, numeri-
cally constructed in [8], that flows from the supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum in the UV
to an AdS3 ×H2 solution in the IR. The uplifted D = 11 solution [9] describes the
RG flow of the N = 2, d = 4 SCFT after being placed on H2 with a topological twist
that preserves, from a d = 2 point of view, (2, 2) of the 8 Poincare´ supersymmetries.
In the far IR one obtains a d = 2, (2, 2) SCFT dual to the AdS3 × H2 × H2 × S4
solution (warped and fibred). This D = 11 AdS3 solution is the one found in [27]
associated with M5-branes wrapping (H2 ⊂ CY2)× (H2 ⊂ CY2).
There is a different supersymmetric black string solution, which is also a solution of
minimal gauged supergravity [28], that flows from the supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum
in the UV to a different AdS3 ×H2 solution in the IR. The uplifted D = 11 solution
[9] describes the RG flow of the N = 2, d = 4 SCFT after being placed on H2
with a topological twist that preserves, from a d = 2 point of view, (0, 2) of the 8
Poincare´ supersymmetries. In the far IR one obtains a d = 2, (0, 2) SCFT dual to
the AdS3 ×H2 ×H2 × S4 solution (warped and fibred). This D = 11 AdS3 solution
is the one found in [29] associated with M5-branes wrapping H2 ×H2 ⊂ CY4.
Finally, going back to Romans’ theory there is a one parameter family of super-
symmetric AdS3×M2 solutions withM2 = H2, R2 or S2, depending on the value of the
parameter [18]. Generically, the D = 11 solutions [9] are dual to d = 2 SCFTs with
9As already discussed, we can also take discrete quotients of the H2. We can similarly take
quotients of the H3, H2, S2 and R2 factors that appear in the discussion below.
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(0, 2) supersymmetry and for a specific value of the parameter includes the AdS3×H2
solution of minimal supergravity discussed in the previous paragraph. For another
specific value one obtains the AdS3 ×H2 solution that is dual to d = 2 SCFTs with
(2, 2) supersymmetry, discussed above. For general values of the parameter, super-
symmetric black string solutions, flowing from the supersymmetric AdS5 vacuum in
the UV to the AdS3×M2 solution in the IR have not been constructed, but we think
it is very likely that they exist. When the flows exist, the AdS3 ×M2 ×H2 × S4 so-
lutions are dual to the N = 2, d = 4 SCFT after being placed on M2 with a suitable
topological twist.
7 Final comments
The focus of this paper has been to construct a new consistent KK truncation of D =
11 supergravity on Σ2×S4 where Σ2 = S2,R2 or H2, or a quotient thereof. We have
shown the resulting D = 5 theory is an N = 4 gauged supergravity theory coupled
to three vector multiplets. We have shown that the only maximally supersymmetric
AdS5 solution (i.e. preserving 16 supersymmetries) of the N = 4, D = 5 theory occurs
for Σ2 = H
2 and uplifts to the AdS5×H2×S4 solution of [8], dual to N = 2 SCFTs
in d = 4 (after taking a quotient to get a compact H2/Γ). We have also explored
the possibility of whether or not there are additional AdS5 solutions; we have shown
that the theory admits two additional non-supersymmetric solutions which uplift to
AdS5 × S2 × S4 solutions of D = 11, both of which are unstable. It would be of
interest to complete this exploration, using the approach of [30], for example, and,
more generally, investigate other types of solutions of the N = 4, D = 5 gauged
theory.
This work is a natural extension of the consistent KK truncation of D = 11
supergravity on Σ3 × S4 down to an N = 2 gauged supergravity in D = 4, where
S3, R3 or Σ3 = H3 (or a quotient thereof) that was presented in [31]. In that case
the fibration of the S4 over Σ3 is associated with M5-branes wrapped on a special
Lagrangian Σ3 in Calabi-Yau three-fold. It is clear that for each of the different cases
of M5-branes wrapping different supersymmetric cycles Σk studied in [27, 29] there
will be an associated consistent KK truncation on Σk×S4 and it would be interesting
to work out the details. It would also be interesting to examine our result, as well
these generalisations, using the perspective of generalised geometry along the lines
discussed in, for example, [6,32,33]. In particular this should provide a succinct way
of determining the specific gauged supergravity theory that should arise. In fact for
the case we have considered in this paper, we have been informed that this will be
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discussed in [34], finding the same gauging that we have here.
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A Equations of motion of D = 7 gauged super-
gravity
The equations of motion for D = 7 gauged supergravity arising from (2.1) are given
by
DSi(3) = gTij ∗Sj(3) + 18ij1···j4F j1j2(2) ∧ F j3j4(2) ,
D
(
T−1ik T
−1
jl ∗F ij(2)
)
= −2g T−1i[k ∗DTl]i − 12 i1i2i3kl F i1i2(2) ∧ Ti3j ∗Sj(3) − Sk(3) ∧ Sl(3) ,
D
(
T−1ik ∗D(Tkj)
)
= 2g2(2Tik Tkj − Tkk Tij)vol7 + T−1im T−1kl ∗Fml(2) ∧ F kj(2) + Tjk ∗Sk(3) ∧ Si(3)
− 1
5
δij
[
2g2
(
2TikTik − (Tii)2
)
vol7 + T
−1
nmT
−1
kl ∗Fml(2) ∧ F kn(2) + Tkl ∗Sk(3) ∧ Sl(3)
]
, (A.1)
and
Rµν =
1
4
T−1ij T
−1
kl DµTjkDνTli +
1
4
T−1ik T
−1
jl F
ij
µρF
klρ
ν +
1
4
TijS
i
µρ1ρ2
Sjρ1ρ2ν +
1
10
gµνX , (A.2)
where
X = −1
4
T−1ik T
−1
jl F
ij
ρ1ρ2
F klρ1ρ2 − 1
3
TijS
i
ρ1ρ2ρ3
Sjρ1ρ2ρ3 + 2V . (A.3)
We note that a typo in [13] has been fixed in the last equation of (A.1).
B Consistency of the truncation
We substitute the ansatz for the D = 7 fields given in (3.1)-(3.4) into the equations
of motion for D = 7 gauged supergravity given in (A.1)-(A.2). In carrying out the
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computations it is useful to note that for the scalars we have
DT ab = −6e−6λdλδab ,
DT aα = g
(
e4λ(T ψ1)α − e−6λψ1α
)
e¯a − g
(
e4λ(T ψ2)α − e−6λψ2α
)
abe¯b ,
DTαβ = e4λ
(
4dλT αβ +DT αβ
)
, (B.1)
where DTαβ ≡ dTαβ + gAαγ(1)Tγβ + gAβγ(1)Tαγ. Furthermore, for the gauge fields we
deduce
F ab(2) = g
(
l − ψ2) e¯a ∧ e¯b + abF(2) ,
F aα(2) = Dψ
1α ∧ e¯a −Dψ2α ∧ abe¯b ,
Fαβ(2) = F
αβ
(2) + 2g(
abψaαψbβ)vol(Σ2) , (B.2)
where we have defined
F(2) ≡ dA(1) ,
Fαβ(2) ≡ dAαβ(1) + gAαγ(1) ∧ Aγβ(1) ,
Dψaα ≡ dψaα + gAαβ(1)ψaβ + gA(1)abψbα . (B.3)
Similarly, for the three-form we have
DSa(3) = (DK
1
(2) − gψ1αhα(3)) ∧ e¯a − (DK2(2) − gψ2αhα(3)) ∧ abe¯b ,
DSα(3) = Dh
α
(3) + (Dχ
α
(1) + 2g
abψaαKb(2)) ∧ vol(Σ2) , (B.4)
where we have defined
DKa(2) ≡ dKa(2) + gabA(1) ∧Kb(2) ,
Dhα(3) ≡ dhα(3) + gAαβ(1) ∧ hβ(3) ,
Dχα(1) ≡ dχα(1) + gAαβ(1) ∧ χβ(1) . (B.5)
Finally, for the metric sector, we use the orthonormal frame em = e−2φe¯m, m = 1, ..., 5
and ea = e3φe¯a, a = 1, 2 and find that the D = 7 Ricci tensor has components
Rmn = e
4φ
(
R(5)mn + 2∇2φηmn − 30∇mφ∇nφ
)
,
Ram = 0 ,
Rab = e
4φ
(
−3∇2φ+ lg2e−10φ
)
δab , (B.6)
where R(5)mn is the Ricci tensor for the D = 5 metric ds
2
5 = e¯
me¯m in (3.1) and we used
R
(2)
ab = lg
2δab, where R
(2)
ab is the Ricci tensor for ds
2(Σ2) = e¯
ae¯a.
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B.1 D = 5 Equations of motion
The equations of motion for the three-form in (A.1) give rise to
DKa(2) − gψaαhα(3) = −ge−6λ−2φab∗Kb(2) + 12αβγabDψbα ∧ F βγ(2) ,
Dhα(3) = ge
4λ−12φ∗(T χ(1))α + 12αβγF βγ(2) ∧ F(2) , (B.7)
as well as
Dχα(1) + 2g
abψaαKb(2) = ge
4λ+8φ∗(T h(3))α ,
+ αβγ
(
Dψaβ ∧Dψaγ + 1
2
g(l − ψ2)F βγ(2) + gabψaβψbγF(2)
)
. (B.8)
It is helpful to note that when g 6= 0 these imply
D(e−6λ−2φ∗Ka(2)) =− F(2) ∧Ka(2) − abDψbα ∧ hα(3) − ge4λ−12φabψbα∗(T χ(1))α ,
D(e4λ−12φ∗(T χ(1))α) =Fαβ(2) ∧ hβ(3) , (B.9)
and also
D(e4λ+8φ∗(T h(3))α) = Fαβ(2) ∧ χβ(1) + 2abDψaα ∧Kb(2) + 2gabψaαψbβhβ(3)
+ 2ge−6λ−2φψaα∗Ka(2) , (B.10)
where we used 1
2
αβγF
αρ
(2) ∧ F βγ(2) = 0.
We next consider the gauge field equations of motion in (A.1). When the indices
(k, l) = (a, b) and (k, l) = (α, β) we find
d(e12λ+4φ∗F(2))− 2ge−6φ+2λab(T −1ψ)aα∗Dψbα + 12e4λ+8φαβγFαβ(2) ∧ ∗(T h(3))γ
+ ge4λ−12φαβγ(
abψaαψbβ)∗(T χ(1))γ +Ka(2) ∧Ka(2) = 0 , (B.11)
and
D(T −1γ[αT −1β]ρ e4φ−8λ∗F γρ(2))− 4ge2λ−6φψa[α(T −1)β]γ∗Dψaγ + 2gT −1γ[α∗DTβ]γ
+ αβγ
[
g(l − ψ2)e4λ−12φ∗(T χ(1))γ + e4λ+8φF(2) ∧ ∗(T h(3))γ − 2e−6λ−2φabDψaγ ∧ ∗Kb(2)
]
+ 2h
[α
(3) ∧ χβ](1) = 0 , (B.12)
respectively. When the indices (k, l) = (a, α) we get
D(e2λ−6φT −1αβ ∗Dψaβ)− g2
[
2e−8λ−16φabcd(ψbT −1ψd)(T −1ψ)cα
− e12λ−16φ(l − ψ2)ψaα + e−10φ
(
e10λ(T ψ)aα − 2ψaα + e−10λ(T −1ψ)aα
)]
vol5
+ αβγ
(
1
2
e−6λ−2φF βγ(2) ∧ ab∗Kb(2) − e4λ−12φ∗(T χ(1))γ ∧Dψaβ
)
+ hα(3) ∧ abKb(2) = 0 .
(B.13)
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Continuing, we now consider the equations of motion for the scalar fields in (A.1).
From the (i, j) = (a, b) components, we obtain:
d(∗dλ)− 1
10
e4φ+12λ∗F(2) ∧ F(2) − 130e8φ+4λ∗hα(3) ∧ (T h(3))α − 130e4λ−12φ∗χα(1) ∧ (T χ(1))α
− 1
30
e2λ−6φT −1αβ ∗Dψaα ∧Dψaβ − 130e4φ−8λT −1αβ T −1γρ ∗F βρ(2) ∧ F γα(2)
+ 1
10
e−6λ−2φ∗Ka(2) ∧Ka(2) + g2
[
1
6
e−10φ
(
e−10λ(ψT −1ψ)− e10λ(ψT ψ)
)
− 1
15
e−4φ
(
2e8λTr(T 2)− e8λ(TrT )2 + e−2λTrT
)
− 1
10
(
l − ψ2
)2
e12λ−16φ + 2
15
e−8λ−16φabcd(ψaT −1ψc)(ψbT −1ψd)
]
vol5 = 0 . (B.14)
From the (i, j) = (α, β) components, we obtain
D(T −1αγ ∗DTγβ) + 23e2λ−6φ
(
3T −1αγ δβρ − T −1γρ δαβ
)
∗Dψaγ ∧Dψaρ
− 1
3
e−8λ+4φ
(
3T −1αγ T −1ρη δβξ − T −1ξγ T −1ρη δαβ
)
∗F γη(2) ∧ F ρξ(2)
− 1
3
e4λ+8φ
(
3Tβγδαρ − Tγρδαβ
)
∗hγ(3) ∧ hρ(3) − 13e4λ−12φ
(
3Tβγδαρ − Tγρδαβ
)
∗χγ(1) ∧ χρ(1)
+ g2
{
2
3
e−10φ
[
3e−10λ(T −1ψ)aαψaβ − 3e10λψaα(T ψ)aβ − e−10λ(ψT −1ψ)δαβ + e10λ(ψT ψ)δαβ
]
+ 2
3
e−4φ
[
2e8λTr(T 2)δαβ − e8λ(TrT )2δαβ − 2e−2λTrT δαβ
− 6e8λ(T 2)αβ + 3e8λTrT Tαβ + 6e−2λTαβ
]
− 4
3
e−8λ−16φ
[
3T −1αγ T −1ρη δβξ − T −1ξγ T −1ρη δαβ
]
(abψaγψbη)(cdψcρψdξ)
}
vol5 = 0 . (B.15)
The equations of motion for the scalar fields with mixed components (i, j) = (a, α)
are trivially satisfied.
Finally, we consider the reduction of the Einstein equations (A.2). From the (a, b)
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components, we obtain
d(∗dφ)− 1
30
e12λ+4φ∗F(2) ∧ F(2) + 110e2λ−6φT −1αβ ∗Dψaα ∧Dψaβ
− 1
60
e−8λ+4φT −1αβ T −1γρ ∗Fαγ(2) ∧ F βρ(2) + 130e−6λ−2φ∗Ka(2) ∧Ka(2)
+ 1
10
e4λ−12φ∗χα(1) ∧ (T χ(1))α − 115e4λ+8φ∗hα(3) ∧ (T h(3))α
+ g2
{
1
6
e−10φ
(
e10λ(ψT ψ)− 2(l + ψ2) + e−10λ(ψT −1ψ)
)
+ 2
15
e12λ−16φ
(
l − ψ2)2
+ 1
30
e−4φ
(
2e8λTr(T 2)− e8λ (TrT )2 − 4e−2λTrT
)
+ 4
15
e−8λ−16φabcd(ψaT −1ψc)(ψbT −1ψd)
}
vol5 = 0 . (B.16)
From the (m,n) components we find that the D = 5 Ricci tensor must satisfy
R(5)mn = 30∇mφ∇nφ+ 30∇mλ∇nλ+ 14T −1αβ T −1γρ DmTβγDnTρα
+ 1
2
e12λ+4φ
(
(F(2))ml(F(2))
l
n − 16gmn(F(2))ls(F(2))ls
)
+ e−6λ−2φ
(
(Ka(2))ml(K
a
(2))
l
n − 16gmn(Ka(2))ls(Ka(2))ls
)
+ 1
4
e−8λ+4φT −1αβ T −1γρ
(
(Fαγ(2) )ml(F
βρ
(2))
l
n − 16gmn(Fαγ(2) )ls(F βρ(2))ls
)
+ e2λ−6φT −1αβ
(
Dmψ
aαDnψ
aβ
)
+ 1
2
e4λ−12φ(χα(1))m(T χ(1))αn
+ 1
4
e4λ+8φTαβ
(
(hα(3))mls(h
β
(3))
ls
n − 29gmn(hα(3))lst(hβ(3))lst
)
+ g2gmn
{
1
6
e−4φ
(
2e8λTr(T 2)− e8λ(TrT )2 − 4e−2λTrT
)
+ 1
6
e12λ−16φ(l − ψ2)2 + 1
3
e−8λ−16φabcd(ψaT −1ψc)(ψbT −1ψd)
− 1
3
e−10φ
(
2(l + ψ2)− e10λ(ψT ψ)− e−10λ(ψT −1ψ)
)}
. (B.17)
The mixed (ma) components are trivially satisfied.
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B.2 Subtruncation to Romans’ theory
If we consider the subtruncation considered in section 5.1 then we find that the D = 5
equations of motion given in (B.7)-(B.8) and (B.11)-(B.17) boil down to
DC(2) = ige−20φ∗C(2) ,
d
(
e40φ∗F(2)
)
=− 1
2
Fαβ(2) ∧ Fαβ(2) − C(2) ∧ C(2) ,
D
(
e−20φ∗Fαβ(2)
)
=− Fαβ(2) ∧ F(2) ,
d∗dφ = 1
30
e40φ∗F(2) ∧ F(2) − 130e−20φ∗C(2) ∧ C(2) ,
− 1
60
e−20φ∗Fαβ(2) ∧ Fαβ(2) − 130g2
(
e20φ − 2e−10φ
)
vol5 , (B.18)
and
Rmn = 300∇mφ∇nφ+ 12e40φ
(
(F(2))ml(F(2))
l
n − 16gmn(F(2))ls(F(2))ls
)
+ 1
2
e−20φ
(
(Fαβ(2) )ml(F
αβ
(2) )n
l − 1
6
gmn(F
αβ
(2) )ls(F
αβ
(2) )
ls
)
− 1
3
g2gmn
(
4e−10φ + e20φ
)
+ e−20φ
(
(C(2))(m|l|(C(2)) ln) − 16gmn(C(2))ls(C(2))ls
)
. (B.19)
In these expressions we have C(2) = K1(2) + iK2(2) with DC(2) = dC(2) − igA(1) ∧ C(2).
These equations of motion can be derived from the Lagrangian given in (5.4).
C Matching with N = 4 supergravity
We present a few formulae which are helpful in explicitly matching the reduced D = 5
theory of section 3 with those of N = 4, D = 5 gauged supergravity theory that was
discussed in section 4.1.
We begin by clarifying the parametrisation of the SL(3)/SO(3) coset that we
used in (4.25) The generators for the Lie algebra of SL(3) are given by
h1 =
1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0
 , h2 =
0 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 ,
e1 =
0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 , e2 =
0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0
 , e3 =
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
f1 =
0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , f2 =
0 0 00 0 0
0 1 0
 , f3 =
0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
 . (C.1)
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The coset element can then be represented in an upper triangular gauge via
V = eϕ1h1+ϕ2h2ea1e1ea2e2ea3e3 ,
=
 e
ϕ1 eϕ1a1 e
ϕ1 (a1a2 + a3)
0 eϕ2−ϕ1 eϕ2−ϕ1a2
0 0 e−ϕ2
 . (C.2)
Next, turning to the SO(5, 3)/SO(5)×SO(3) coset element V , given in (4.28), we
find that the Maurer-Cartan one-form, which takes values in the solvable Lie algebra,
has the form
dV · V−1 =
1√
2
dϕ1H
1 + 1√
2
dϕ2H
2 + 1√
2
dϕ3H
3 + e2ϕ1−ϕ2da1E1 + e2ϕ2−ϕ1da2E2 + eϕ1+ϕ2(da3 + a1da2)E3
+ e−ϕ2−2ϕ3X3T 4 + e−ϕ1+ϕ2−2ϕ3(−X2 − a2X3)T 5 + eϕ1−2ϕ3(X1 + a1X2 + (a3 + a1a2)X3)T 6
+
√
2e−ϕ1−ϕ3dψ11T 7 +
√
2eϕ1−ϕ2−ϕ3(dψ12 − a1dψ11)T 8 +
√
2eϕ2−ϕ3(dψ13 − a3dψ11 − a2dψ12)T 9
+
√
2e−ϕ1−ϕ3dψ21T 10 +
√
2eϕ1−ϕ2−ϕ3(dψ22 − a1dψ21)T 11 +
√
2eϕ2−ϕ3(dψ23 − a3dψ21 − a2dψ22)T 12 ,
(C.3)
where
Xα ≡ dξα + αβγψaβdψaγ . (C.4)
We can decompose the Maurer-Cartan one-form as
dV · V−1 = P0 +Q0 , (C.5)
where Q0 lies in the Lie algebra of SO(5) × SO(3) (the antisymmetric part of the
one-form) and P0 lies in the complement (the symmetric part of the one-form). We
can then calculate
1
8
∗dMMN ∧ dMMN = −
1
2
Tr(∗P0 ∧ P0) ,
= −1
4
Tr(∗[dV · V−1] ∧ [dV · V−1 + (dV · V−1)T ]) , (C.6)
and we obtain the kinetic terms for the scalars as in (3.19), without yet incorporating
the gauging. To incorporate the latter we use the covariant derivative given in (4.37)
which we write as D = d+ gA with
A ≡ Aµg0 + A1µg1 + A2µg2 + A3µg3 +A 1µ g4 +A 1µ g5 +A 3µ g6 . (C.7)
We can then decompose DV · V−1 = P + Q as above. In particular we have P =
P0 + g(V ·A · V−1)SO(5,3)/SO(5)×SO(3), where the last term is in the Lie algebra com-
plementary to that of SO(5)× SO(3). We find that the gauged scalar kinetic terms
in (3.19) are obtained precisely after calculating −1
2
Tr(∗P ∧ P).
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We can write the matrix MMN in (4.3) in the explicit form
MMN =
 e
−2ϕ3T −1 e−2ϕ3T −1 · ST e−2ϕ3T −1 · Y
e−2ϕ3S · T −1 e−2ϕ3S · T −1 · ST + 12×2 e−2ϕ3S · T −1 · Y + S
e−2ϕ3YT · T −1 e−2ϕ3YT · T −1 · ST + ST e−2ϕ3YT · T −1 · Y + ST · S + e2ϕ3T
 ,
(C.8)
where
Saα ≡
√
2ψaα ,
Yαβ ≡ αβγξγ + 12Sαa Sβa . (C.9)
To calculate the N = 4 scalar potential LpotN=4, given in (4.14), with the embedding
tensor given in (4.31), we find the following non-vanishing contributions
− 1
2
fMNPfQRSΣ
−2
(
1
12
MMQMNRMPS − 1
4
MMQηNRηPS + 1
6
ηMQηNRηPS
)
= −1
2
e12λ−16φ(l − ψ2)2 + 1
2
e−4φ+8λ[(TrT )2 − 2Tr(T 2)]
− e−10φ+10λ(ψT ψ) ,
− 1
8
ξMNξPQΣ
4
(
MMPMNQ − ηMPηNQ
)
= −e−10φ−10λ(ψT −1ψ)− e−8λ−16φabcd(ψaT −1ψc)(ψbT −1ψd) , (C.10)
and
− 1
3
√
2
fMNP ξQRΣMMNPQR = 2le−10φ + 2e−10φψ2 + 2e−2λ−4φTrT , (C.11)
where in the last expression we have utilised the definition (4.7). Summing these
contributions we find that the N = 4 scalar potential LpotN=4 in (4.14) precisely gives
the scalar potential Lpot of the reduced theory, given in (3.20).
Turning now to the vectors, using the identification of the field strengths given in
(4.36) as well as (C.8), the kinetic terms of the vectors of the N = 4 theory, LVN=4,
given in (4.15), exactly reproduce the kinetic terms of the vectors in the reduced
theory, LV , given in (3.21). We next compare the topological parts of the Lagrangians.
We find that the non-zero contributions to LTN=4, given in (4.16), are (up to a total
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derivative),
− 1√
2
gZMNBM ∧DBN = 12gL1(2) ∧DL2(2) − 12gL2(2) ∧DL1(2) ,
√
2
3
dMNPAM ∧ dAN ∧ dAP = −d[A α(1) − lAα(1)] ∧ dAα(1) ∧ A(1) ,
1
2
√
2
gdMNPX
M
QR AN ∧ AQ ∧ AR ∧ dAP =
− 1
2
gαβγd[A
α
(1) − lAα(1)] ∧ Aγ(1) ∧ Aβ(1) ∧ A(1)
− gαβγAγ(1) ∧ [A β(1) − 12 lAβ(1)] ∧ dAα(1) ∧ A(1) . (C.12)
Combining these expressions we recover the topological Lagrangian LT of the reduced
theory given in (3.22).
D Matching the SO(2)D truncation with N = 2
supergravity
We begin by discussing the quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold SU(2, 1)/S[U(2) × U(1)]
(see e.g. [35, 36]). An element U of SU(2, 1) obeys U †ηU = η where we take η to
have signature (−,−,+). A convenient choice of the generators, satisfying ηT = T †η
is given by
Ti = {λ1, λ2, λ3, λ8, iλ4, iλ5, iλ6, iλ7} , (D.1)
where λi are the standard Gell-Mann matrices. To construct a convenient coset
representative we utilise one non-compact Cartan generator, h, along with three
positive root generators, (r1, r2, r3), given by
h =
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 , r1 =
0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0
 , r2 =
0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 , r3 =
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 .
(D.2)
The coset representative is then defined as
V = eϕhe2z
1
r1+2z
2
r2+ξr3 , (D.3)
with an associated Maurer-Cartan one-form given by
dV ·V −1 = dϕh+ 2eϕ(dz1r1 + dz2r2) + e2ϕ
(
dξ − 2z1dz2 + 2z2dz1) r3 . (D.4)
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We can then calculate
Tr
[
∗(dV ·V −1) ∧ (dV ·V −1 + (dV ·V −1)†
]
= gXY ∗dqX ∧ dqY , (D.5)
where the quaternionic Ka¨hler metric is given by
gXY dq
XdqY = 4dϕ2 + 4e2ϕdzadza + e4ϕ(dξ − 2abzadzb)2 , (D.6)
with qX = (ϕ, ξ, z1, z2).
In order to display the quaternionic Ka¨hler structure, we can introduce the fol-
lowing vierbein
f 1 = 2dϕ , f 2 = e2ϕ(dξ − 2abzadzb) , f 3 = 2eϕdz1 , f 4 = 2eϕdz2 , (D.7)
with associated spin connection, satisfying dfA + ωA(1)B ∧ fB = 0, given by
ω(1) =
1
2
[
(2M21 +M34)f
2 + (M31 +M24)f
3 + (M41 +M32)f
4
]
, (D.8)
where Mmn = Emn − Enm are the generators of SO(4) ∼ SU(2) × Sp(2), with Emn
a 4 × 4 matrix with 1 in the m,n position and zeroes elsewhere. To proceed we
explicitly extract the SU(2) factor by defining the matrices Ii = −ηi and I¯i = −η¯i,
where η, η¯ are the ’t Hooft symbols. Explicitly, we have
I1 = M41 +M32 , I2 = M42 +M13 , I3 = M21 +M43 ,
I¯1 = M14 +M32 , I¯2 = M24 +M13 , I¯3 = M21 +M34 , (D.9)
which satisfy [Ii, Ij] = 2ijkIk, [I¯i, I¯j] = 2ijkI¯k and [Ii, I¯j] = 0. The spin connection
can then be written as
ω(1) =
1
4
I3f
2 − 1
2
I2f
3 + 1
2
I1f
4 + 3
4
I¯3f
2 (D.10)
and we denote the SU(2) component, generated by the Ii, as ~ω = (
1
2
f 4,−1
2
f 3, 1
4
f 2).
The curvature 2-form for the metric is given by
R(2) =
1
4
I3(f
12 + f 34)− 1
4
I2(f
13 − f 24) + 1
4
I1(f
14 + f 23) + 3
4
I¯3(f
12 − f 34) , (D.11)
where f ij ≡ f i ∧ f j, and as a result we identify the SU(2) factor as
~R = 1
4
(f 14 + f 23, f 24 − f 13, f 12 + f 34) . (D.12)
It is straightforward to calculate the Ricci tensor and we find that the metric is
Einstein with RXY = −32gXY .
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The SU(2) part of the curvature 2-form is related to the triplet of complex struc-
tures via ~RXY = −14 ~JXY (as in e.g. B.70 of [37]). After raising an index via
~J YX = ~JXZ g
ZY we explicitly find
(J1) YX =
1
2

0 −4e−ϕz1 0 −2e−ϕ
0 2eϕz2 −eϕ 0
0 4eϕ
(
z2
)2
+ 4e−ϕ −2eϕz2 0
2eϕ −4eϕz1z2 2eϕz1 0
 ,
(J2) YX =
1
2

0 −4e−ϕz2 2e−ϕ 0
0 −2eϕz1 0 −eϕ
−2eϕ −4eϕz1z2 0 −2eϕz2
0 4eϕ
(
z1
)2
+ 4e−ϕ 0 2eϕz1
 ,
(J3) YX =
1
2

0 −4e−2ϕ 0 0
e2ϕ 0 0 0
2e2ϕz2 −4z1 0 −2
−2e2ϕz1 −4z2 2 0
 , (D.13)
and one can check that J iJ j = −δij + ijkJk.
We are now ready to show that the scalar potential terms in the SO(2)D truncated
theory (5.16) are consistent with N = 2 supersymmetry. The scalar potential terms
in the general N = 2, D = 5 gauged supergravity Lagrangian (5.17) (with no tensor
multiplets and no FI terms) are given by
LpotN=2 = 4g2(4~P · ~P − 2~P x · ~Px − 2WxW x − 2NANA) . (D.14)
Lets discuss each of these terms. The first two terms involve the moment maps for
the Killing vectors kXI defined via
~PI =
1
2
~J YX ∇Y kXI . (D.15)
The terms appearing in the scalar potential are then determined by
~P ≡ 1
2
hI ~PI , ~Px ≡ 12hIx ~PI , (D.16)
where
hIx = −
√
3∂xh
I , (D.17)
and indices are raised and lowered using the metrics gxy and aIJ given in (5.20),(5.21).
For the explicit Killing vectors of the metric (D.6) given by
k0 = z
2∂1 − z1∂2 , k1 = l∂ξ + z1∂2 − z2∂1 , k2 = ∂ξ , (D.18)
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we find
~P0 =
(−2eϕz1,−2eϕz2,−1 + e2ϕzaza) ,
~P1 =
(
2eϕz1, 2eϕz2, 1 + 1
2
e2ϕ (l − 2zaza)) ,
~P2 =
(
0, 0, 1
2
e2ϕ
)
. (D.19)
We next note that without tensor multiplets we have
W x ≡ −3
4
f¯IJ
KhIhJhxK , (D.20)
where f¯IJ
K are the structure constants for the gauging. For our gauging we have
f¯IJ
K = 0 and hence W x = 0. The final terms in the scalar potential are given by
NANA ≡ 316hIkXI gXY hJkYJ . (D.21)
After explicitly evaluating the terms in (D.14) using the ingredients in this appendix
as well as those in section 5.3, we precisely recover the scalar potential terms in (5.16).
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